
These requirements are still being 
worked out in the industry, and often 
the cost involved in establishing these 
capabilities make it hard to compete 
with traditional operations. While 
some technologies offer promising 
drops in these overall operations, 
most have yet to hit the market.

In order for AEP to comply with 
current requirements and incorporate 
drone technology at a competitive 
rate, the company partnered with PSI 
with a Data Scientist research various 
resources to incorporate in everyday 
operations.

THE SITUATION  u

Current drone laws restrict operations 
to Visual Line of Sight (VLOS). Because 
of this, it’s more effective to fly a 
manned helicopter long distances 
as many lines can be over 100 miles 
- quite a bit further than a drone 
can currently fly without having to 
manually relocate.

There are steps towards limited 
Beyond Visual Line of Sight (BVLOS) 
waivers from the FAA, however these 
require additional systems in-place to 
maintain safety of flight, from remote 
operations to on-board Detect & Avoid 
capabilities. 

THE CLIENT  u

AEP transmission invests a significant 
amount of resources for manned 
helicopters to fly T-Lines every year 
and collect survey-grade LiDAR point 
clouds and color imagery. Inspectors 
walk lines and stations on a routine 
basis for preventative maintenance 
and compliance purposes. 

As drones are becoming more 
accessible and regulations are 
becoming more defined, the 
technology has become a spotlight for 
teams across the industry to provide 
improved data quality and images.

PSI DATA SCITENTIST LEADS AEP PROJECT TEAM TO IMPROVE IMAGERY AND   
DATA COLLECTION

DATA SCIENTIST PARTNERS WITH PSI
TO BUILD INFRASTRUCTURE WITH AEP
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Accelerat ing Success

THE RESULTS  u

“After purchasing a LiDAR-camera sensor payload, I 
have personally flown multiple flights to work through 
the logistics of operating these technologies internally, 
as well as verifying the workflow to get the resulting 
data into the ownership of the teams that need it.” 

n	 Successfully identified drone manufacturers 
to provide the equipment needed to meet 
Engineering specs.

n	Partnered with several new vendors.

n	Improved efficiency by outlining logistics of 
operating the technologies, as well as verified 
the workflow to get the data to the teams 
that need it.

n	Standardized processes of on-boarding and 
contract management and minimized risks of 
the utilization of manufactured drones.

THE GOALS  u

1. Identify technologies that could collect the data 
needed at rates competitive with the current vendors list.

2. Bring vendors in for on-site demos, and share results 

of their capabilities with AEP teams most interested in the 
data.

3. Identify the recommended vendors or technologies to 
move forward with in everyday operations.


